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Advance Praise . . .
“[Roche’s] book is far from the jeremiad that has become common
during recent decades; it is an optimistic paean to American higher
education’s accomplishments and opportunities. Echoing the
arguments he made in such books as Why Choose the Liberal Arts?,
he says that offering intellectual challenge amid a fostered sense of
community, rather than mere jobs preparation, reaps such rewards as
lifelong alumni loyalty.” —The Chronicle of Higher Education
“I can’t think of another book about higher education so astute
and persuasive about the importance of an institutional vision,
and so clear-sighted about practices that help administrators as
they struggle to attain it. Roche comprehensively discusses vision,
hiring, advancement, curriculum, and perhaps most importantly,
the development of internal processes that support collaboration,
efficiency, and achievement.” —Richard Finkelstein, dean of Arts
and Sciences, University of Mary Washington
“Mark Roche in his eleven years as dean of the College of Arts and
Letters at the University of Notre Dame fulfilled the responsibilities
of the office with perception and style, contributing thereby to the
significant advancement of the university in research, scholarship,
education of students, and reputation. To the benefit of all deans—
and other stakeholders in higher education—Roche has written a
revealing account of the ins and outs, ups and downs of decanal life.
Administrators at other aspiring universities will benefit immensely
from following Roche’s decisions, admitted mistakes, revisions,
and strategies.” —George Dennis O’Brien, president emeritus,
University of Rochester
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